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ABSTRACT
We report on preliminary results from our XMM-
Newton observation of the Low Mass X-ray Binary
4U 1850-087, located in the galactic globular clus-
ter NGC 6712. It is an ultracompact binary system,
with an orbital period of 20.6 min. In previous low-
resolution X-ray observations 4U 1850-087 displayed
a soft excess residual around 0.7 keV, possibly indica-
tive of the presence of a high Ne/O ratio, as already
found in other three ultracompact LMXBs contain-
ing a neutron star (4U 0614+091, 4U 0918-549, and
4U 1543-624). We discuss here our preliminary anal-
ysis of high resolution X-ray spectra of 4U 1850-087,
and timing results.
Key words: X–rays; X–ray Binaries; individual: 4U
1850-087.
1. INTRODUCTION
X1850-087 is an ultracompact Low Mass X-ray Bi-
nary (orbital period, Porb, of 20.6 minutes, Homer et
al. 1996) located in the globular cluster NGC6712
(at a distance of 6.8 kpc).
Ultracompact X-ray binaries (systems with orbital
period less than 80 minutes) are believed to contain
hydrogen–poor or degenerate companions (e.g. Ver-
bunt & van den Heuvel, 1995).
Recent X-ray spectral evidence indicates that these
degenerate companions contain anomalously high
abundance of neutral Neon (e.g. Schulz et al., 2001;
Juett et al., 2001). Indeed, a broad line-like feature
at 0.7 keV, found in ASCA observations of ultracom-
pact binaries (including X1850-087), is suggestive of
the presence of an excess in the neutral neon ab-
sorption local to the systems (Juett et al., 2001).
High resolution spectroscopy of the ultracompact
LMXRBs 2S0918-549 and 4U 1543-624 confirmed an
enhanced Ne/O number ratio with respect to the ex-
pected ISM ratio Ne/O=0.18 (Juett & Chakrabarty,
2003).
The aim of our XMM-Newton (Jansen et al. 2001)
observation is to deeply investigate the presence of
Neon excess suggested by previous ASCA observa-
tion, through high spectral resolution observation
with RGS (see den Herder eet al. 2001 for the
description of the instrument, covering the energy
range 0.3–2 keV).
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
XMM-Newton data consist of two observations, per-
formed in 2003, September/October, 12 days apart,
for a net EPIC PN exposure of 8.1ks and 5.9ks, re-
spectively. PN operated in Small Window Mode in
order to minimize pile-up problems. The source rates
in the 2 PN observations were ∼46 −1 and 49 −1 in
the 0.3-12 keV band. We will concentrate here only
on the RGS spectra. The analysis of MOS and PN
spectra is still in progress, because they are particu-
larly complex and cannot be fit with simple models,
because of the presence of structures in the residuals
at low energies, below 2 keV. Indeed, the EPIC PN
XMM-Newton spectrum cannot be accounted for nor
by the ASCA best-fit (Juett et al. 2001) nor by the
BeppoSAX model (Sidoli et al. 2001).
3. RGS SPECTRAL RESULTS
An accurate visual inspection of the RGS spectra
does not show any evidence for the presence of bright
and narrow lines, neither in emission nor in absorp-
tion (see Fig. 1).
In order to search for neutral Neon excess local to the
source, we fit the RGS spectrum with a black-body,
absorbed with a variable-absorption model (vphabs
in xspec) and fixing to zero the Neon and Oxygen
abundances. Then, we included the edges from neu-
tral Neon and Oxygen and after fitting, we obtained
2Figure 1. RGS1 and RGS2 counts spectra from one
of the two XMM-Newton observations. There is
no evidence for strong and narrow lines, neither in
emission nor in absorption
the Ne and O column densities. We got the the fol-
lowing Ne/O number ratio:
Ne/O = 0.17 ±0.09
to be compared with the ISM value of 0.18. Thus we
can conclude that there is no evidence for a neutral
Neon excess local to X1850-087.
4. PRELIMINARY TIMING RESULTS: A
POSSIBLE CANDIDATE X–RAY PERIOD
AT 1258 SEC
A search for periodicity has been performed with
epoch folding techniques around the optical period
(1233±4 s, Homer et al. 1996). Our preliminary re-
sults shows that the χ2 distribution reveales a peak
at 1258±20 s, but only in the second PN observation.
The fact that the X-ray period has been detected
only in one of the XMM-Newton observations is puz-
zling and deserves further investigation. The double-
peaked shape of the folded lightcurve (see Fig. 2) is
possibly indicative of the presence of some symmetric
structure in the accretion disk.
Figure 2. PN lightcurve folded at the 1258s period
(2-10 keV)
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